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A novel laminar kinetic energy model for the prediction of pretransitional velocity
fluctuations and boundary layer transition

H. Medinaa,∗, A. Beechooka, H. Fadhilaa, S. Aleksandrovaa, S. Benjamina

aCoventry University, Centre for Mobility and Transport, Coventry, United Kingdom

Abstract

Boundary layer transition onset estimation and modelling are essential for the design of many engineering products across
many industries. In this work, a novel model for predicting pretransitional boundary layer fluctuations is proposed. The
laminar kinetic energy (LKE) concept is used to represent such fluctuations. The new LKE model is implemented in OpenFOAM
within the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) framework. Only two approaches for modelling the LKE can be found
in the literature. Mayle and Schulz aproach (1997) has the limitation of requiring an initial LKE profile. Walter and Cokljat’s
(2008) approach has been found to significantly overpredict the growth of the LKE. In addition, their model is tightly coupled
with the specific dissipation rate and turbulent kinetic energy equations. The new model proposed here can act as a stand-
alone equation for the LKE, making it portable and potentially facilitating the development of new transition models tailored
to various industrial applications. Comparison with experiments shows that the new LKE model correctly predicts the growth
of pretransitional velocity fluctuations and skin friction for a flat plate at zero-pressure gradient. To illustrate its practical
application for transitional flows, the LKE model is coupled with an existing k−ω model using a new approach that requires
minimal modifications. The resulting model (k −ω LKE) demonstrates excellent predictive capabilities when applied to a
number of validation test cases.

Keywords: Laminar kinetic energy, boundary layer, transition, OpenFOAM, plate,, separation, bubble

1. Introduction1

The principal focus of the subject of boundary layer tran-2

sition modelling is to develop and use models that can predict3

the extent of the laminar, transitional and turbulent regions4

that may appear in a given application and system configu-5

ration. The ability to accurately predict the breakdown to6

turbulence is essential to engineers in many engineering ap-7

plications. Specific examples include: aircraft drag estima-8

tion and fuel consumption, turbine blades, pressure losses in9

automotive emission reduction systems, etc.10

When the freestream turbulence intensity is low, distur-11

bances within the boundary layer predominantly grow in the12

form of Tollmien-Schlichting waves (although other modes13

may also arise [1, 2]) until they eventually amplify to the14

point when they breakdown into turbulence. This process is15

known as natural transition. In natural transition, the growth16

of disturbances can be described by the primary modes of the17

Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The eN method [3–5], which is18

popular within the aerospace industry, examines the ampli-19

fication rate of the most unstable Tollmien-Schilchting wave20

along a surface and transition onset is assumed once a given21

N-factor is reached. Whilst the eN has been widely successful,22

it is difficult to extend to complex geometries or implement23
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into general Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes. On 24

the other hand, bypass transition occurs as the freestream 25

turbulence intensity is increased and Tollmien-Schilchting waves26
no longer develop and are altogether bypassed (intermedi- 27

ate paths exist, see e.g. [2]). Under these conditions, the 28

eN method is no longer suitable and, traditionally, correla- 29

tion based methods have been employed [6, 7]. More re- 30

cently, boundary layer transition has also been investigated 31

using high-fidelity simulation techniques such as Direct Nu- 32

merical Simulation (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 33

[8–12]. Despite growing computing power, their computa- 34

tional cost is too restrictive for day-to-day industrial applica- 35

tions [13, 14]. Consequently, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier 36

Stokes (RANS) approach for modelling transitional flows con- 37

tinues to be an area of interest because RANS-based mod- 38

elling offers a reasonable compromise between computational 39

expense and accuracy. For this reason and due to the po- 40

tential engineering applications of this work a RANS-based 41

approach has been adopted here. 42

Progress on the development of transition sensitive RANS 43

models has been steady. An examination of the literature 44

on recent RANS models developed to predict boundary layer 45

transition shows that there are two main approaches: (i) to 46

couple turbulent models with empirical correlations and (ii) 47

to extend turbulence models by including additional trans- 48

port equations to model transitional behaviour. The first ap- 49

proach involves the incorporation of suitable experimental 50
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Nomenclature

Acronyms

C F D Computational fluid dynamics

DNS Direct numerical simulation

LES Large eddy simulation

LKE Laminar kinetic Energy

RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes

Z PG Zero pressure gradient

Greek Symbols

αL Laminar diffusion eddy viscosity [m2/s]

ε Dissipation rate [m2/s3]

η Laminar production coefficient

γ Transition initiation function

Λ Integral length scale [m]

ν Laminar kinetic viscosity [m2/s]

νL Laminar kinetic eddy viscosity [m2/s]

νR Eddy viscosity ratio: νt/ν

νt Turbulent kinetic eddy viscosity [m2/s]

νt,s Small-scale eddy viscosity [m2/s]

Ω Magnitude of shear rate tensor:
Æ

2Ωi jΩi j [s−1]

ω Specific dissipation rate [s−1]

ωd Frequency driving LKE growth [s−1]

ρ Fluid density [kg/m3]

τη Komogorov’s time scale [s]

τw Wall shear stress: µ
�
∂ U
∂ y

�
y=0

[N/m2]

υ Kolmogorov’s velocity scale [m/s]

ξ Convective frequency: ξ= S [s−1]

Roman Symbols

C ′P Modified pressure coefficient

CP Pressure coefficient

fv Viscous damping function

fSS Shear-sheltering damping function

k Turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2]

kL Laminar kinetic energy [m2/s2]

P Mean pressure [Pa]

p′ Fluctuating pressure [Pa]

PkL
Production of kL [m2/s3]

Re Reynolds number: U∞L
ν

ReΛ Integral Reynolds number: U∞Λ
ν

S Magnitude of strain rate tensor:
Æ

2Si jSi j [s−1]

Si j Strain rate tensor: 1
2

�
∂ Ui
∂ x j
+
∂ U j

∂ x i

�
[s−1]

t Time [s]

tΛ Integral time scale [s]

Tu Turbulence intensity: u′rms/U∞
U Mean velocity [m/s]

u′ Streamwise fluctuating velocity [m/s]

ui Velocity vector [m/s]

v′ Wall-normal fluctuating velocity [m/s]

x Streamwise coordinate [m]

y Wall-normal distance [m]

y+ Dimensionless wall-normal distance

Subscripts

∞ Refers to freestream condition

e f f Refers to effective

inlet Refers to inlet condition or value

L Refers to laminar

max Refers to maximum condition

min Refers to minimum condition

rms Root-mean squared of quantity

SS Refers to shear-sheltering effects

T Refers to turbulent

wall Refers to wall or near-wall conditions

transition correlations [6, 7] which are used to control tran-51

sition initiation. The difficulty of using this approach is that52

experimental correlations often require non-local variables53

such as the momentum thickness or displacement thickness54

which makes them challenging to implement into CFD pack-55

ages. Additionally, models based on empirical correlations56

may not be universal since their range of applicability is lim-57

ited to how closely the intended application operating condi-58

tions match those of the experiments from which the corre- 59

lations were derived in the first place. The second approach 60

involves the development of more general transition sensi- 61

tive models by incorporating additional transport equations. 62

For instance, Suzen and Huang [15] used an equation for 63

intermittency to control transition onset. The approach of 64

using auxiliary equations to complement turbulence models 65

has also been successfully demonstrated by Steelant and Dick 66
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[16] and Menter et al. [17, 18]. Since experimental corre-67

lations are embedded into these models, their predictive ca-68

pabilities are limited. An alternative method is to develop69

phenomenological models or physics-based models [19–22].70

The development of phenomenological transitional mod-71

els is certainly desirable since they attempt to incorporate72

the physics of boundary layer transition directly. Nonethe-73

less, this is a very challenging endeavour particularly due74

the fact that many of the mechanisms influencing boundary75

layer transition are not yet fully understood e.g. receptiv-76

ity mechanisms to external disturbances or 3-dimensional ef-77

fects due to pressure gradients of complex geometries. How-78

ever, Walters and Cokljat [22] developed a three equation79

phenomenological transition model (k − kL − ω) based on80

the concept of the laminar kinetic energy, first proposed by81

Mayle and Schulz [23]. The k−kL−ωmodel has the advan-82

tage of using local variables to predict the onset of transition.83

Also, thanks to its ease of implementation the k − kL −ω is84

available in commercial and open source CFD packages. Fur-85

thermore, Medina and Early [24] demonstrated the flexibility86

of the laminar kinetic framework by proposing a simple mod-87

ification to enable the prediction of boundary layer transition88

due to aft-facing steps. Recently, Qin et al. [25] showed that89

the laminar kinetic framework used by the k−kL−ω can also90

be extended to accommodate hypersonic flow. Despite the91

many advantages of the k− kL −ω model, there is evidence92

in the literature [26, 27] that this model, whilst capable of93

predicting the linear portion of the lift curve (lift coefficient94

versus angle of attack), it tends to fail in capturing stall on95

aerofoils and overpredicts lift generation. In an attempt to96

identify the reason for this behaviour the authors of this work97

realised that the k−kL−ωmodel can drastically over predict98

the laminar kinetic energy and consequently the relative in-99

fluence of streamwise fluctuations within the boundary layer100

(as it will be shown later). This realisation provided the mo-101

tivation for this work. Furthermore, the laminar kinetic en-102

ergy (LKE) equation used in the k − kL −ω model uses the103

specific dissipation rate, ω, and the turbulent kinetic energy,104

k, as auxiliary variables. As a result, it can not be used as105

a stand-alone model which makes it difficult to adapt or use106

in conjunction with other turbulence models. In this work, a107

novel model for the LKE is proposed which has been devel-108

oped by revisiting the work of Mayle and Schulz [23]with the109

aim of producing a stand-alone LKE model equation which110

only requires the calculated mean velocity field and an ef-111

fective turbulence level as user input. To illustrate how the112

new LKE model can be used for transitional flows of practi-113

cal interest, the model is coupled with a version of Wilcox’s114

k−ωmodel [28] using a new approach inspired on the work115

of Kubacki and Dick [29, 30]. The resulting model (k −ω116

LKE) is validated using a number of test cases involving tran-117

sitional flows.118

2. New LKE model development 119

2.1. Background 120

For freestream turbulence intensities below approximately 121

1% low amplitude pretransitional velocity fluctuations typi- 122

cally appear as two-dimensional travelling waves known as 123

Tollmien-Schlichting waves [31] and the average pretransi- 124

tional velocity profile is essentially laminar. For higher freestream125
turbulence intensities, the mean velocity profile can deviate 126

from the Blasius velocity profile and relatively high amplitude 127

streamwise velocity fluctuations are generated. These fluctu- 128

ations eventually break down leading to a turbulent bound- 129

ary layer. This process is known as bypass transition. 130

In bypass transition, the pretransitional velocity fluctua- 131

tions are regarded as Klebanoff modes [32] and are not con- 132

sidered as turbulence. Mayle and Schulz [23] exploited this 133

distinction for modelling purposes and proposed the concept 134

of the laminar kinetic energy (LKE) to describe the develop- 135

ment of these pretransitional velocity fluctuations which lead 136

to bypass transition. They define the laminar kinetic energy 137

as the energy due to the pretransitional velocity fluctuations, 138

i.e. kL = u′
2
/2, and by extending Lin’s work [33], developed 139

a new transport equation for the LKE as shown in equation 140

1. 141

U
∂ kL

∂ x
+ V

∂ kL

∂ y
=− (u′v′) ∂ u

∂ y
− ∂

∂ y

�
v′kL − ν

∂ kL

∂ y

�

− ε+
�

u′
∂ U ′

∂ t

�
(1)

Following an analysis to estimate the relative orders of 142

magnitudes for the various terms of equation 1, Mayle and 143

Schulz [23] conclude that only the last term in equation 1 144

can become sufficiently large to overcome dissipation and 145

drive the production of laminar kinetic energy. This term 146

is derived by taking the average of the pressure diffusion 147

term in the kinetic energy budget (u′(∂ p′/∂ x)) and it drives 148

the production of LKE by freestream pressure fluctuations. 149

Mayle and Schulz [23] propose that this term can be mod- 150

elled as ωe f f

Æ
kke f f , where ωe f f and ke f f represent an ef- 151

fective driving frequency and kinetic energy, respectively. Ul- 152

timately, they propose a model for the production term in the 153

LKE equation as shown in equation 2. The effective kinetic 154

energy is replaced by the incoming freestream value and the 155

driving frequency is assumed to be proportional to the ratio 156

between the square of the freestream velocity and the lami- 157

nar kinematic viscosity. However, the ratio U2
∞/ν is not truly 158

representative of the actual forcing frequency and only serves 159

to provide dimensional consistency. 160

u′
∂ U ′

∂ t
= Cω

U2
∞
ν

Æ
kLk∞e−y+/c+ (2)

In order to provide a link between the freestream turbu- 161

lence characteristics and the growth or production of LKE, 162
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Mayle and Schulz [23] also proposed to include a functional163

constant Cω. Following a rather elegant analysis (details not164

included here for succinctness - interested readers are re-165

ferred to [23]), they propose an extended production term166

as shown in equation 3.167

u′
∂ U ′

∂ t
= C

�
υ

U∞

�2/3

Re−1/3
Λ

U2
∞
ν

Æ
kLk∞e−y+/c+ (3)

In their analysis Mayle and Schulz [23] also show that168

the LKE grows as
p

kL =
Æ

kL∞(ωd x/U∞). Remarkably, fol-169

lowing this approach, and provided sufficient information is170

available about the freestream turbulence spectrum, Mayle171

and Schulz [23] show that the coefficient C effectively col-172

lapses to a value around 0.07. A key finding from their work173

is the notion that the growth of LKE is linked to both the Kol-174

mogorov’s velocity scale, υ, and the integral Reynolds num-175

ber, ReΛ. In the new LKE model proposed in this work, this176

finding is exploited as a means to scale (and almost linearise)177

the production of LKE in relation to the upstream turbulence178

intensity.179

Mayle’s model has some weaknesses, for example, suffi-180

cient information about the turbulence spectrum is necessary181

in order to estimate ReΛ and υ. Additionally, the model also182

requires the definition of the LKE profile at the inlet bound-183

ary. These weaknesses make the model difficult to apply for184

general purpose CFD transition models on more complex ge-185

ometries. Since it is a stand-alone model equation, it can186

be integrated into a turbulence model to enable the predic-187

tion of boundary layer transition [34]. Walters et al. [20–188

22] have proposed a pioneering alternative approach to mod-189

elling the LKE which resolves the need to provide an initial190

profile. They assumed that the production of LKE is a result of191

the interaction of the Reynolds stresses due to pretransitional192

velocity fluctuations and the mean shear. That is, changes to193

the pretransitional mean velocity profile are due to a loss of194

mean flow kinetic energy. This is also confirmed in [35]. This195

suggests that the commonly used strain-based production ap-196

proach is justified. Therefore, a similar mechanism to drive197

the production of LKE is also employed in this work.198

A disadvantage of the LKE model proposed by Walters199

et al. [20–22] is that the LKE energy equation (and pro-200

duction term) is coupled with the turbulent kinetic energy201

and the dissipation rate equations [20, 21] (or specific dis-202

sipation rate [22]). Additionally, a closer assessment of the203

more popular model proposed by Walters and Cokljat [22],204

the well-known k − kL −ω model, reveals that it can drasti-205

cally overpredict the growth of LKE as shown in figure 1. This206

weakness also provided the motivation to develop a new LKE207

model.208

2.2. New approach and concepts209

The requirements for the new model include the ability to210

reproduce the accuracy of the model proposed by Mayle and211

Schulz [23] and retain the ease of use and generality of the212

k− kL −ω model [22]. In order to meet these requirements,213

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

·106

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Rex

�Æ
u′

2
� m

a
x
/
U
∞

Tu = 0.9%
Tu = 3.0%

Tu = 6.0%

k− kL −ω Model

Figure 1: Maximum value of the streamwise velocity fluctuations predicted
by the k− kL −ω model compared with ERCOFTAC’s ZPG cases [36]

a new production term (6 in section 2.3) is proposed. In the 214

work of Mayle and Shulz [7], the underlying model for the 215

growth of LKE is ωe f f

Æ
kLke f f . In the present work it has 216

been based on the classical strain-based production mecha- 217

nism, similar to the approach of Walters et al. [20–22]. That 218

is, production is mainly driven by the product of the LKE and 219

the strain rate, kLS, which essentially replaces the effective 220

frequency, ωe f f , by the convection frequency scale ξ = S. 221

However, this expression does not scale correctly and a new 222

approach to scaling the production of the LKE is needed. 223

As introduced previously, Mayle ans Schulz [23] scale 224

their model using the integral Reynolds number, ReΛ, and the 225

Kolmogorov’s velocity scale, calculated from the freestream 226

turbulence spectrum. Unfortunately, this information is not 227

always available. To generalise the approach, here, instead of 228

utilising the freestream turbulence spectrum, it is suggested 229

that scaling can be achieved by incorporating functional forms 230

into the model. Two functions are defined for this purpose: 231

an integral scale Reynolds number (ReΛ, equation 8) and a 232

Reynolds number based on Kolmogorov’s velocity scale (Reυ, 233

equation 7). Next, their relative influence on LKE production 234

remains to be determined. 235

In equation 2, it can be observed that the production term 236

to be modelled has the form of a forcing function in time 237

(i.e ∝ ∂ U ′/∂ t) dominated by the large scales. Therefore, 238

it is proposed to scale temporal effects using the ratio of the 239

integral to Kolmogorov’s time scales i.e. tΛ/τη. The integral 240

time can be determined from the integral velocity and time 241

scales, such that tΛ = Λ/U . The Kolmogorov time scale can 242

be approximated as τη = (ν/ε)1/2. At the smallest scales 243

supply and dissipation of kinetic energy are equal, and from 244

dimensional arguments the dissipation rate can be related to 245

the integral scale i.e. ε∝ U3/Λ. By substitution it can be 246

shown that tΛ/τη ∝ Re1/2
Λ . This scaling was used for the 247

new production term for ReΛ. 248

The appropriate scaling for Reυ was more challenging to 249

determine. The first assumption made was that production 250

must grow inversely proportional to Reυ. This seems a log- 251

ical assumption; that is, integral scales feed energy into the 252
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production mechanisms and at scales proportional to Kol-253

morogov’s velocity scale energy is removed. To determine254

the exponent used for Reυ in equation 6, the fundamental255

relationship for the growth of TKE presented in [23] was in-256

voked i.e. LKE grows as
p

kL =
Æ

kL∞(ωd x/U∞). Hinze257

[37] shows that the driving frequency can be approximated258

as ωd ≈ 0.1U∞/(ν3/ε∞)1/4. By substitution, and making259

the assumption that ε∞∝ kL∞ (see equation 10), it can be260

shown that the growth of LKE is proportional to k3/4
L∞

. This261

result allowed for a first approximation. The approach fol-262

lowed in this work was to make the growth of LKE∝ k3/4
L ,263

taking into account the main production term kLS and Reυ264

(which includes a factor of 1/4, see equation 7). Therefore,265

to have a total proportionality of 3/4, the contribution of the266

Kolmorov-based Reynolds number should be∝ Re−1
υ . How-267

ever, it was found that the growth of LKE was overpredicted268

when using this approximation. As a result, the final form269

used was∝ Re−13/10
υ .270

Additionally, as part of the proposed LKE model a new271

diffusion model due to wall-normal velocity fluctuations is272

proposed as shown in equation 4, where the effects of wall-273

normal fluctuations is included via a laminar diffusion "eddy"274

viscosity, αL .275

− ∂
∂ y

�
v′kL − ν

∂ kL

∂ y

�
≈ ∂

∂ y

��
σkL
αL + ν

� ∂ kL

∂ y

�
(4)

Here, it is assumed that an additional diffusion mecha-276

nism is present towards the edge of the boundary layer due277

to the interaction of wall-normal fluctuations, v′ and the LKE,278

kL . The entire diffusion term derived in [23] (equation 1)279

is modelled using an "effective viscosity" approach similar280

to many turbulence models (equation 4). However, it was281

found that this new diffusion mechanism could not be model282

in a way analogous to that used in turbulence models, where283

the turbulent eddy viscosity is incorporated into the diffu-284

sion term. Instead, a new laminar "diffusion" eddy viscosity285

is defined as
p

kL y . The laminar diffusion model assumes286

that wall-normal velocity fluctuations, v′, are O (pkL). Also,287

the value of v′ is small near walls, therefore, multiplication288

by the wall distance, y , not only helps provide dimensional289

consistency but it also limits the effect of this term near walls290

(where kL is usually small). Finally, the new LKE model ex-291

tracts momentum from the mean flow using the same used292

in eddy viscosity turbulence model. The laminar "eddy" vis-293

cosity, νL , is used to estimate the Reynolds stresses which in294

turn appear in the RANS momentum equation. This process295

is briefly presented in section 2.5. All model equations a pre-296

sented in the next section.297

2.3. Model equations298

The general transport equation for the new model is shown299

in equation 5. The model involves three transport mecha-300

nisms: production, dissipation and diffusion (first, second301

and third terms on the right-hand side). 302

DkL

Dt
= PkL

− ε+ ∂

∂ x j

��
ν+σkL

αL

� ∂ kL

∂ x j

�
(5)

A new production term is proposed and shown in equa- 303

tion 6. It uses the classic strain-based approach. However, 304

there is a linear relationship between the mean strain rate 305

and production of LKE. Contrary to turbulence models which 306

often define production in terms of the eddy viscosity, νt , and 307

S2. 308

PkL
= ηkLS

�
Re−13/10
υ

��
Re1/2
Λ

�
(6)

The production of LKE is scaled in terms of a dissipa- 309

tion Reynolds number (at the Kolmogorov scale), Reυ, and 310

an integral scale Reynolds number, ReΛ, which are defined in 311

equations 7 and 8, respectively: 312

Reυ =
υy
ν
=
(εν)1/4 y
ν

=

�
2ν2kL

y2

�1/4
y

ν
(7)

ReΛ =
‖Ui‖y
ν

(8)

The production coefficient η takes the functional form 313

shown in equation 9. 314

η(Tue f f )≈ c1 tanh(c2Tuc3

e f f + c4); (9)

It scales the growth of LKE based on an "effective" turbu- 315

lence intensity, Tue f f . For the geometries investigated in this 316

work, Tue f f is approximated using the value of the freestream 317

turbulence intensity near the leading edge. The procedure to 318

determine this function is detailed in section 2.6. The val- 319

ues given to the various coefficients are summarised in table 320

1. The near wall dissipation of LKE takes the familiar form 321

shown in equation 10. 322

ε=
2νkL

y2
(10)

A new laminar diffusion "eddy" viscosity model is used 323

to capture diffusion due to wall-normal velocity fluctuations 324

and is defined as shown in equation 11. 325

αL =
Æ

kL y (11)

Finally, a "laminar eddy viscosity" is defined as shown in 326

equation 12. 327

νL =
PkL

max
n

S2,
� ‖Ui‖

y

�2o (12)
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This is analogous to the definition of the production term328

used in many eddy viscosity models i.e. Pk = νtS
2. The329

limit is used to ensure that in regions of low mean strain rate330

(e.g. the freestream) equation 12 is not divided by zero (or331

near zero) which would lead to unrealistically large values332

of νL . The laminar "eddy" viscosity is then fed into the RANS333

equations via the Boussinesq approximation (equation 16 -334

this process is described in more detail in section 2.5).335

2.4. Boundary conditions and configuration336

At wall boundaries, due to the no slip condition, the veloc-337

ity components are equal to zero. Therefore, the appropriate338

boundary condition for kL is also zero. At flow inlets, since339

kL represents the energy of the velocity fluctuations in the340

streamwise direction only, it is calculated using equation 13.341

This definition is different to that of the turbulent kinetic en-342

ergy used by models that assume isotropic turbulence, which343

estimate it as k = 3/2(U∞Tu∞)2.344

kLinlet
=

1
2

�
Uinlet Tue f f

�2
(13)

Where, Tue f f is conceptually defined as the turbulence345

level that drives the initial freestream flow perturbations into346

the boundary layer. From a practical point-of-view, the value347

of the freestream turbulence intensity close to the leading348

edge (or object) may be chosen.349

2.5. Implementation in OpenFOAM350

The model equations presented in section 2.3 were im-351

plemented in OpenFOAM 4.x. This software has been chosen352

due to the relative ease and flexibility it offers to facilitate the353

implementation of new models. It is developed by the Open-354

FOAM Foundation and OpenCFD (trade mark owner). Since355

users have access to the source code, OpenFOAM has been356

gaining popularity in academia and its validity for scientific357

research has been established (e.g. [38]).358

The new model is implemented within the RANS frame-359

work. The continuity and momentum equations for an in-360

compressible fluid are shown in equation 14 and 15, respec-361

tively.362

∂ Ui

∂ x i
= 0 (14)

Ui

∂ U j

∂ x j
=

1
ρ

∂ P
∂ x i

+
∂

∂ x j

�
ν
∂ Ui

∂ x j
− u′iu

′
j

�
(15)

The Boussinesq approximation, as shown in equation 16,363

provides a means to incorporate the effect of pretransitional364

fluctuations (modelled as the laminar kinetic energy) on the365

mean flow. Here, the "laminar eddy viscosity" (equation 12)366

replaces the eddy viscosity used in many classic turbulence367

models:368

−u′iu
′
j = 2νLSi j −

1
3

u′ku′kδi j (16)

The new model is implemented using the relatively new 369

template class available since OpenFOAM 3.0. The advan- 370

tage of this class is that the model is implemented only once 371

and both an incompressible and compressible version of the 372

model are generated when the source code is compiled. As 373

an observation for those readers interested in implementing 374

similar models in OpenFOAM, it is important to ensure that 375

the internal function to correct the eddy viscosity is fully im- 376

plemented to ensure that the turbulent thermal diffusivity is 377

computed correctly by compressible solvers. Once the model 378

is compiled it is accessible to both steady-state and transient 379

solvers that employ the SIMPLE [39] or PISO [40] algorithms 380

respectively. These algorithms essentially solve equations 14 381

and 15. Closure of the system of equations is achieved using 382

the Boussinesq hypothesis (equation 16) which requires solv- 383

ing equation 5 to estimate νL . Following the solution of the 384

transport equation for kL , the entire field is bounded to en- 385

sure that any negative results are removed from the solution. 386

This is the default solution procedure used in openFOAM for 387

models that use the SIMPLE or PISO algorithms. As a note 388

for the practical application of the LKE model, it was found 389

that the solution remained positive and bounding by solver 390

was not active, at least, for the simulations and configura- 391

tions tested in this work. 392

2.6. Calibration 393

The new LKE model defines two coefficients that need to 394

be calibrated. The first coefficient, η, appears on the produc- 395

tion term (equation 6) and the second coefficient, σkL
, scales 396

the contribution of diffusion due to pretransitional laminar 397

fluctuations (appearing on the last term of equation 5). These 398

coefficients were estimated using the results from ECOFTAC 399

for the zero gradient flat plate dataset cases T3A–, T3A and 400

T3B [36], corresponding to freestream turbulence intensity 401

levels of 0.9%, 3% and 6%. 402

It was found that the diffusion coefficient,σkL
, has a weak 403

dependence on the freestream turbulence level (decreasing 404

as Tu∞ increases), and for simplicity, it has been assumed 405

to be constant. On the other hand, the production coeffi- 406

cient, η, increases non-linearly with the freestream (effec- 407

tive) turbulence level near the leading edge (see section 4.3 408

for definition of Tue f f ). Therefore, the coefficient η has been 409

defined as a function, η(Tue f f ), of the effective freestream 410

turbulence intensity (Tue f f ) as shown in equation 9. The co- 411

efficients used in the definition of η(Tue f f ) were determined 412

by best-fit (over 95% confidence) choosing the values of η 413

(see figure 2) that best captured the growth of the maximum 414

streamwise velocity fluctuations for the T3A–, T3A and T3B 415

test cases [36] (available on ERCOFTAC’s website). A fourth 416

point for Tue f f = 0 was also included, such as η(0) = 0. Con- 417

ceptually, the additional point (η(0) = 0) is justified as the 418

theoretical case when Tu∞ = 0. It is assumed that in the ab- 419

sence of any upstream disturbances there is no growth (am- 420

plification) of laminar fluctuations. This assumption allows 421

the definition of η(Tu) for cases were the effective freestream 422

turbulence intensity is lower than 0.9%. 423
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Figure 2: Proposed function for the production coefficient (solid line).
Markers represent calibrated values corresponding to the T3A–, T3A and
T3B ERCOFTAC ZPG flat plate cases [36]

Table 1: Summary of model coefficients

Coefficient Value

σkL
0.0125

C1 0.02974
C2 59.79
C3 1.191
C4 1.65× 10−13

It must be stressed that the new LKE model has only been424

strictly calibrated for freestream turbulence intensities in the425

range 0.009 ≤ Tu ≤ 0.06. The calibration range is suitable426

for many internal flow applications (e.g. turbo-machinery427

[41], automotive emission systems [42], etc.) or external428

flows with moderate freestream turbulence (e.g. wind tur-429

bines [43]).The model coefficients used in this work are shown430

in table 1. Details about the test cases and the numerical set431

up used to carry out the model calibration are presented in432

more detail in section 3.1.433

3. LKE model validation434

3.1. Pre-transitional velocity fluctuations and skin friction435

The simulations were carried out on a computational do-436

main consisting of two blocks (figure 3) discretised using a437

structured hexahedral mesh. A grid independence study was438

also performed to ensure the effect of the grid on the solution439

is negligible (less than 1% change on the average skin friction440

over the plate and the average velocity over a profile sam-441

pled at 1.45m from the start of the plate). The grid used had442

30x86x1 cells in the first block and 550x86x1 in the second443

block (in the x, y and z-directions), giving a total of 49,880444

cells. The corresponding maximum y+ value for the selected445

grid was 1.23 and the average y+ value was 0.16 (for the446

case T3A– case which has the highest freestream velocity). A447

steady state incompressible flow solver (simpleFoam) based448

on the SIMPLE algorithm [39]was used to perform the calcu-449

lations. Convergence of the simulations was assumed when450

the residuals for all variables dropped below 10−6.451

In regards to the discretisation of the model equations, in452

OpenFOAM end-users have the freedom to select discretisa-453

tion schemes for each term that appears in the set of equa-454

tions to be solved. In the simulations presented in this work455

Plate

Symmetry

Symmetry

OutletInlet

0.05m 2.9m

0.075m

X

Y

Figure 3: Schematic of the domain for the simulations of a flat plate at ZPG

Table 2: Summary of test conditions. EROFTAC ZPG test cases [36]

Case Tue f f U∞ kL ν
[-] [m/s] [m2/s2] [m2/s]

T3A– 0.9% 19.3 0.0150 1.515× 10−5

T3A 3.0% 5.4 0.0115 1.497× 10−5

T3B 6.0% 9.4 0.1524 1.521× 10−5

the various terms in the model equations were discretised us- 456

ing the standard finite volume discretisation of Gaussian inte- 457

gration. The gradient terms require the interpolation of val- 458

ues between cell centres to face centres which was achieved 459

using linear interpolation. For Laplacian terms, diffusion co- 460

efficients were discretised using linear interpolation. Surface 461

normal gradients were discretised using a corrected scheme 462

which offers second order accuracy. Finally, divergence terms 463

were evaluated using a blended linear upwind scheme offer- 464

ing first/second order accuracy. This scheme was selected 465

because it provides a suitable compromise between stability 466

and accuracy. 467

The boundary just upstream of the plate and the top bound- 468

ary are given a symmetry condition. At the plate, the pressure 469

is prescribed as a Neumann boundary. At the outlet the ve- 470

locity is prescribed as a Neumann boundary and the pressure 471

is set up as a Dirichlet boundary with a nominal pressure of 472

zero pascals. At the inlet, the pressure is set up as a Neumann 473

boundary. The velocity is prescribed as a Dirichlet boundary. 474

The LKE is defined as discussed in section 2.4. 475

To calibrate the model, a nominal inlet velocity of 10 m/s 476

(with ν = 1.5 × 10−5 m2/s) is arbitrarily chosen. The coef- 477

ficient η is adjusted to match the growth of the maximum 478

non-dimensional streamwise velocity fluctuations for the the 479

T3A–, T3A and T3B ERCOFTAC test cases, which correspond 480

to Tu∞ values of 0.9%, 3% and 6%. Assuming Tu∞ ≈ Tue f f , 481

individual η coefficients for each case (shown in figure 2) are 482

used to develop the functional form of the production coef- 483

ficient η(Tue f f ) that was shown in equation 9. The validity 484

of this function is checked using the experimental results of 485

Dyban and Epik [44], for which Tu∞ = 1.6%, represent- 486

ing a different value of Tue f f compared to those used during 487

calibration (i.e. not 0.9%, 3% or 6%). Since for this case 488

Tu∞ ≈ Tue f f = 1.6%, it falls comfortably between the 0.9% 489

and 3% turbulence intensity ERCOFTAC test cases. Figure 4 490

shows that the new LKE model predictions agree well with 491
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Figure 4: Maximum streamwise velocity fluctuations. The model was cal-
ibrated using the T3A–, T3A and T3B cases [36]. Results by Dyban [44]
demonstrate predictive capability

the Dyban and Epik’s [44] case. Figure 4 also shows that the492

agreement between the new model and the ERCOFTAC ex-493

periments is excellent. These results combined provide con-494

fidence on the validity of the proposed function η(Tue f f ).495

To ensure that the model’s predictions of laminar fluc-496

tuations scale appropriately, three additional simulations are497

performed based on the ERCOFTAC T3A–, T3A and T3B cases.498

The simulations are based on the same grid and numerical set499

up used for the calibration cases. However, the inlet condi-500

tions are defined to match the experiments. A summary of501

the inlet conditions for these simulations is shown in table502

2. These simulations are performed in order to confirm that503

the model correctly predicts the development of streamwise504

pretransitional velocity fluctuations regardless of the magni-505

tude of the inlet velocity i.e. their growth depends only on506

the relative scale of the inflow fluctuations (Tu).507

Figure 5 presents profiles of the wall normal distribu-508

tion of the root-mean-square of streamwise velocity fluctu-509

ations at various stations along the plate (given as the lo-510

cal Reynolds number, Rex). These figures show that, overall,511

the proposed model’s predictions are in good agreement with512

experimental results. For the T3A– case (Tu = 0.9%), the513

model underpredicts the growth of
Æ

u′2 at Re = 2.541×105
514

and Re = 6.422×105 and overpredicts it for the T3A and T3B515

cases. However, the agreement is quite remarkable consider-516

ing the relative simplicity of the new model.517

The new model defines a laminar "eddy" viscosity, νL (equa-518

tion 12), which is used as part of the Boussinesq approxi-519

mation (equation 16) and it enters the momentum equation520

(equation 15) via the Reynolds stress tensor. Thus, and anal-521

ogous to RANS turbulence models, the effect of laminar ve-522

locity fluctuations is to extract momentum from the mean523

flow and this is achieved using νL . The model also defines524

a new laminar diffusion "eddy" viscosity, αL (equation 11),525

which has been designed to enhance the diffusion of kL due526

to velocity fluctuations near the boundary layer edge. Figure527

6 shows typical profiles of kL , νL , αL at Rex = 1.443×106 for528

the T3A case . For comparison, the Blasius velocity profile529
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Æ
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y
[m
]
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Rex = 1.038x106

Rex = 1.443x106

Model

(a) T3A– (Tu= 0.9%)
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Æ
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y
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(b) T3A (Tu= 3.0%)
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Figure 5: Streamwise velocity fluctuations profiles predicted at various local
Reynolds numbers for the ERCOFTAC ZPG test cases. Markers correspond
to measurements [36]
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and the predicted velocity profile are also included. There530

is generally good agreement with the experiment. The max-531

imum LKE is overpredicted by approximately 8%. The pre-532

dicted velocity profile marginally deviates from the Blasius533

solution. However, the experimental velocity profile deviates534

from the Blasius solution by a maximum of approximately535

15% at y
p

U∞/νx ≈ 1.75. This suggests that the new model536

underpredicts νL and, consequently, its effect on the mean537

flow is not pronounced. This is an ideal feature to simplify538

the incorporation of the new LKE model into existing turbu-539

lence models. Considering that the profiles plotted in figure 6540

correspond to a local Reynolds number of Rex = 1.443×106,541

this location is close to the critical Reynolds number for the542

T3A case. Therefore, it could be suggested that this devia-543

tion from the laminar velocity profile could be modelled by544

coupling the new LKE with a turbulence model and using an545

intermittency-type blending function between models (e.g.546

[45]).547

As the freestream turbulence level is increased, the ve-548

locity profiles predicted by the new model exhibit a small549

deviation from the laminar velocity profile. This is due to550

the influence of νL on the mean flow. In order to assess the551

effect that these changes have on the predicted skin friction552

coefficient, its distribution along the plate for the ERCOFTAC553

ZPG test cases will be evaluated. The skin friction coefficient554

definition is given in equation 17:555

C f =
τw

1
2ρU2∞

(17)

Figure 7 shows that there is a very good agreement be-556

tween the model’s predictions and the experimental results.557

In all the test cases, the model predicts values of the skin fric-558

tion coefficient that initially follow the laminar theoretical559

solution [31] and, as the local Reynolds number is increased560
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C
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Figure 7: Model predictions for the skin friction distribution along the plate
at different freestream turbulence intensities. Markers present experimental
results [36] for comparison

(i.e. moving away from the leading edge of the plate), the 561

predicted skin friction coefficient increases and deviates from 562

the laminar theoretical solution. This trend is more pronounced 563

as the freestream turbulence intensity increases which in- 564

dicates that the freestream turbulence intensity level influ- 565

ences the mean velocity profile in the pretransitional bound- 566

ary layer and results in an increase in the local skin friction 567

coefficient. Whilst this observation is not new [46, 47], fig- 568

ure 7 shows that the new LKE model is capable of capturing 569

this behaviour. This is an encouraging result since it points to 570

the possibility that the model proposed in this work could be 571

utilised to complement existing turbulence models to develop 572

new transition sensitive models. This is a task for which the 573

current model is particularly suitable since it does not rely 574

on auxiliary variables e.g. such as the dependence of kL on 575

k and ω in the formulation of the k− kL −ω model [22]. 576

4. Coupling the new LKE model with a turbulence model 577

4.1. Background 578

The new LKE model has been shown to be capable of pre- 579

dicting pretransitional velocity fluctuations along a flat plate 580

with remarkable accuracy given its relatively simple formu- 581

lation. From a practical point-of-view, this LKE model offers 582

the possibility to complement existing turbulence models to 583

enable them to predict boundary layer transition. In fact, 584

Mayle and Shulz [7] and Walters et al. [20–22] have already 585

established that the laminar kinetic energy concept can be 586

used to predict boundary layer transition. However, their re- 587

spective approaches for developing transitional models can- 588

not be readily generalised as discussed earlier. Therefore, 589

a more flexible method to couple the new LKE model with 590

existing turbulence models is desirable. The ideal approach 591

would require no modifications to the new LKE model and 592

only minor modifications to the chosen turbulence model. In 593

this section, a method to couple the new LKE model with 594
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Wilcox’s k − ω model [28] is presented. The resulting 3-595

equation transition model will be referred to as the k−ω LKE596

model (to use a name that clearly differentiates the model597

from the k− kL −ω [22]). The ultimate objective is to illus-598

trate the potential of the new LKE to predict boundary layer599

transition within a coupling framework that is both relatively600

simple and flexible.601

There are a number of possible methods that can be used602

to couple the new LKE model with a turbulence model. For603

example, Walters et al. [20–22] use an energy transfer method604

in which the pre-transitional LKE is converted into turbulent605

kinetic energy. In this work, this method will not be adopted606

due to its complexity (which originates from the need to in-607

corporate a number of auxiliary functions), and due to the608

fact that this method inherently requires to modify the back-609

ground LKE model. Intermittency-based approaches that em-610

ploy a separate transport equation (e.g. [48]) are not desir-611

able since they would result in increased computational costs612

and will not be explored here. Therefore, an algebraic-type613

method is preferred.614

Kubacki and Dick [29, 30] present a simple approach to615

convert a standard k−ω turbulence model into a transition616

model that requires only minimal modifications to the base-617

line turbulence model. Overall, their approach relies on the618

inclusion of an algebraic "starting" or "trigger" function into619

the production term of the turbulent kinetic energy equation.620

To couple the new LKE model with the k −ω model an ap-621

proach inspired on their work will be adopted.622

In [29], a number of parameters or relationships that can623

be (and have been) used to develop "starting" functions are624

presented. These are presented in equations 18, 19 and 20.625

For succinctness, a detailed discussion of their physical inter-626

pretation is not included here and the reader is referred to627

the work of Kubacki and Dick [29].628

Rey =
p

k y
ν

(18)

Reω =
kω
νΩ2

(19)

ReΩ =
k
νΩ

(20)

Kubacki and Dick [29] stress that any of these expres-629

sions can be used as transition onset parameters. Walters and630

Cokljat [22] used the onset parameters defined by equations631

18 and 20. Buckaki et al. [29, 30, 49] have used all three632

relationships. However, in [30], they concluded that the on-633

set parameter described in equation 18 offered the best pre-634

dictions of transition onset location. They argue that near635

the wall, the streamwise velocity fluctuations, u′, in a pre-636

transitional boundary layer are caused by streaks and assume637

that they scale with yΩ. Additionally, they suggest that
p

k638

can be used to represent near-wall normal velocity fluctua-639

tions, v′. Therefore, the turbulent shear stress near the wall,640

−ρu′v′∝ ρ yΩ
p

k. Wang et al. [50] noted that breakdown 641

to turbulence occurs when the ratio of the turbulent shear 642

stress to the wall shear stress reaches a critical value. The 643

wall shear stress is τw = ρνΩwall . Therefore, Kubacki and 644

Dick [30] conclude that Rey =
p

k y/Ω can be used as a suit- 645

able onset parameter. In this work, however, since a model 646

for the pretransitional velocity fluctuations is available, the 647

turbulent shear stress near the wall can be assumed to be 648

proportional to the LKE i.e. −ρu′v′∝ ρkL . Here, the ratio 649

between turbulent shear stress and the wall shear stress can 650

be represented as shown in equation 21 and it will be used 651

as the onset parameter: 652

ReΩ =
kL

νΩ
(21)

In the next section, details of a transitional k −ω model 653

are presented. The coupling approach used to develop the 654

new k−ω LKE model is based largely on the work of Kubacki 655

and Dick [29, 30]. However, the k − ω LKE model uses a 656

new onset parameter and "trigger" functions. Additionally, 657

the predictions over the transition and turbulent regions are 658

improved by including the "trigger" function into the diffu- 659

sion terms of the transport equations for k and ω, so that 660

their diffusion within laminar regions is only affected by the 661

molecular viscosity. 662

4.2. Transitional k−ω LKE model equations 663

The transitional k−ω LKE is a 3-equation model. Trans- 664

port equations are solved for the turbulent kinetic energy 665

(equation 22), the specific dissipation rate (equation 23) and 666

the laminar kinetic energy (equation 5): 667

Dk
Dt
= γ fv Pk − γCµkω+

∂

∂ x j

��
ν+σkγ

k
ω

�
∂ kL

∂ x j

�
(22)

Dω
Dt
= Cω1Pk

ω

k
− Cω2ω

2 +
∂

∂ x j

��
ν+σωγ

k
ω

�
∂ kL

∂ x j

�

+
σd

ω

∂ k
∂ x j

∂ω

∂ x j
(23)

The production of turbulent kinetic energy is modelled 668

using the classical stress-strain approach as the product be- 669

tween the Reynolds stress tensor, τi j , and the mean velocity 670

gradient as shown in equation 24: 671

Pk = τi j
∂ Ui

∂ x j
(24)

The Reynolds stress tensor is modelled using a linear eddy 672

viscosity formulation based on the Boussinesq approximation 673

as shown in equation 25: 674

τi j = νt

�
2Si j −

2
3
∂ Uk

∂ xk
δi j

�
− 2

3
kδi j (25)
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Similar to the approach of Walters et al. [20–22] and675

Kubacki and Dick [29, 30], in the proposed k−ω LKE model,676

the total eddy viscosity is separated into a small and a large677

scale eddy viscosity. The small scale eddy viscosity, νt,s, is678

defined as:679

νt,s = fSS
k
ω

(26)

A shear-sheltering function [22] is used to remove low680

frequencies from the turbulent kinetic energy [29] and is de-681

fined as:682

fSS = e−(CSS/ReSS)
2

(27)

Where the shear-sheltering Reynolds number is defined683

as:684

ReSS =
k
νΩ

(28)

A viscous damping function [22] is used to control the685

production of turbulent kinetic energy near walls (equations686

29 and 30):687

fv = 1− e
p

ReT /Cv (29)

ReT =
k
νω

(30)

The viscous damping function ensures that the produc-688

tion of turbulent kinetic energy becomes zero at walls and it689

facilitates the use of wall-resolving grids.690

The transition onset parameter introduced in section 4.1691

is implemented as shown in equation 31:692

ReL =
kL

min(ν,νL)Ω
(31)

The limit is imposed to allow an increase of the value693

of the onset parameter in the turbulent boundary layer. In694

turn, it allows the "trigger" function to reach a value of unity695

closer to wall boundaries such that the production of turbu-696

lent kinetic energy corresponds closely to that of the fully697

turbulent model. This enables the model to return improved698

predictions of the skin friction distribution within turbulent699

regions, in contrast to the formulation used by Kubacki and700

Dick [29, 30], which tends to underpredict the fully turbu-701

lent skin friction coefficient. The trigger function is defined702

as:703

γ=
min

�
Re2

L , Ccri t

�

Ccri t
(32)

Finally, the eddy viscosity is calculated by adding the ef- 704

fects of small and large scale fluctuations (equation 33): 705

νt = νt,s + νL (33)

Where, the small scale viscosity, νt,s, is calculated using 706

equation 26 and the large scale eddy viscosity contribution is 707

computed from the laminar eddy viscosity, νL , obtained from 708

the LKE model (equation 12). 709

4.3. Boundary conditions and configuration 710

The transitional k − ω LKE model requires a grid that 711

resolves the boundary layer down to the viscous sub-layer. 712

Therefore, it is recommended that the first grid point is lo- 713

cated at y+ ≈ 1. At wall boundaries, since the velocity is 714

zero, the turbulent kinetic energy, k, is also zero. The spe- 715

cific dissipation rate, ω, uses the classic solution for smooth 716

walls shown in equation 34. 717

ωwall =
6ν

Cω2 y2
(34)

The wall and inlet conditions for the laminar kinetic en- 718

ergy should be prescribed as described in section 2.4. 719

4.4. Model calibration and implementation 720

The model was calibrated against the ERCOFTAC zero- 721

pressure gradient flat plate test cases (T3A–, T3A and T3C) 722

[36], allowing to tune the model to various freestream turbu- 723

lence levels. To ensure an appropriate response of the model 724

to freestream conditions, the inlet conditions are chosen to 725

replicate the turbulence decay recorded during the experi- 726

ments (see section 5.1). Only three coefficients require cal- 727

ibration. The coefficients CSS and Cv were calibrated using 728

the T3A case. These coefficients adopt the highest value pos- 729

sible such that further increases result in a deviation of the 730

turbulent skin friction coefficient from the theoretical distri- 731

bution. The coefficient Ccri t controls the predicted location 732

of transition onset and is tuned to provide the best possible 733

agreement with the experiments for all the test cases. The re- 734

maining coefficients adopt the default values of the original 735

turbulence model [28]. A summary of the closure coefficients 736

is provided in table 3. 737

The model is implemented in OpenFOAM following es- 738

sentially the same procedure as described in section 2.5. How- 739

ever, in addition to solving the transport equation for kL (equa- 740

tion 5), the transport equations for k (equation 22) and ω 741

(equation 23) are also included in the solution process. Fi- 742

nally, the Reynolds stress tensor is estimated using the Bu- 743

ossinesq approximation (equation 25). 744

5. Transitional k −ω LKE model validation 745

The purpose of this section is to establish the validity and 746

usefulness of the new LKE model to be used in conjunction 747
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Table 3: Summary of coefficients for the k−ω LKE model

Coefficient Value

Cµ 0.09
Cω1 0.52
Cω2 0.0708
Ccri t 76,500
CSS 1.45
Cv 0.43
σk 0.50
σd 0.125
σω 0.50

with a turbulence model for the prediction of transitional748

flows. Following the coupling approach detailed above re-749

sults in a 3 equation RANS model (k −ω LKE) that should750

be capable of predicting transition onset. The performance751

of the transitional k − ω LKE model is benchmarked using752

three configurations: (i) a flat plate at a zero pressure gra-753

dient, (ii) a variable pressure gradient flat plate and (iii) a754

laminar separation bubble. The performance of the k − ω755

LKE model is assessed by comparison with both experimen-756

tal results and the predictions from the k−kL−ωmodel [22]757

(a well-known and popular transition model which also uses758

the LKE concept for the prediction of transitional flows).759

5.1. Flat plate at a zero pressure gradient760

The k−ω LKE model is first tested on a flat plate at zero761

pressure gradient. The simulations were set up to match762

the ERCOFTAC experiments for a plat plate at zero pressure763

gradient for three different freestream turbulence levels (ta-764

ble 2). A schematic of the computational domain is shown765

figure 8. The domain was comprised of two blocks which766

were discretised using a structured hexahedral mesh. Fol-767

lowing a grid convergence assessment, the first block which768

covered the region of the domain upstream of the flat plate769

was discretised with 30x86x1 cells. The block used to dis-770

cretised the region of the domain representing the flat plate771

had 700x86x1 cells. The total number of cells was 62,780.772

The grid spacing in the y-direction was chosen to ensure that773

y+ ≈ 1. The maximum value of y+ was 1.28 for the T3A–774

case. The transport equations were discretised as described775

in section 3.1. However, limiters were employed for calculat-776

ing the gradients used to approximate the divergence terms777

in the k, ω and kL equations. The system of equations was778

solved using the SIMPLE [39] algorithm. The boundary con-779

ditions for the velocity and pressure fields are prescribed as780

detailed in section 3.1, with the exception of the top bound-781

ary which is configured as a slip boundary. The boundary782

conditions for kL are described as detailed in section 2.4, for k783

andω they are specified as indicated in section 4.3. The inlet784

conditions for k andω are chosen to replicate the freestream785

turbulence decay recorded during the experiments as shown786

in figure 9. A summary of the inlet conditions used is pre-787

sented in table 4.788
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Figure 8: Schematic of the domain for the simulations of a flat plate with
ZPG
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Figure 9: Turbulence decay for the T3A-, T3A and T3B cases.

The predicted skin friction coefficient distributions for the 789

T3A–, T3A and T3B test cases is presented in figure 10. For 790

comparison, the experimental measurements and the predic- 791

tions from the k − kL −ω model [22] are also included. For 792

the T3A– case, the transition onset is marginally underes- 793

timated compared with the experiment. For the T3A case, 794

the agreement is excellent. However, for the highest (6%) 795

freestream turbulence intensity test case (T3B), the model 796

overpredicts the distribution of the skin friction coefficient 797

along the laminar boundary. This behaviour is attributed to 798

the inability of either the viscous damping function or the 799

"trigger" function to limit the production of turbulent kinetic 800

energy in the laminar region at higher turbulence intensity 801

levels. To address this behaviour additional damping of k is 802

required which could be achieved by introducing other func- 803

tion(s) to further control the production of k, or by modifying 804

theω equation. However, this would increase the complexity 805

of the model and requires further investigation. Nonetheless, 806

the results demonstrate that the new LKE model can be used 807

to develop new transition models. The coupled k −ω LKE 808

model can predict the onset of transition with remarkable 809

accuracy for the flat plate test cases, especially when consid- 810

ering the relative simplicity of the model. 811

5.2. Flat plate with a variable pressure gradient 812

The ERCOFTAC database also offers the T3C series of ex- 813

perimental results for a flat plate with variable pressure gra- 814
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Table 4: Summary of test conditions for the test cases for a flat plate at zero-pressure gradient.

Case Model Tue f f Uinlet k kL ω νR
[-] [m/s] [m2/s2] [m2/s2] [s−1] [-]

T3A- k− kl −ω - 19.3 0.0595 10−15 49 7.3
k−ω LKE 0.009 19.3 0.0595 0.0151 507 7.8

T3A k− kl −ω - 5.4 0.0575 10−15 27 12.7
k−ω LKE 0.03 5.4 0.0575 0.0115 275 13.9

T3B k− kl −ω - 9.4 0.5850 10−15 35.3 99.6
k−ω LKE 0.06 9.4 0.5850 0.1524 365 106.8
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Figure 10: Streamwise skin friction coefficient distributions for the ERCOFTAC ZPG test cases [36]

dient [36]. The pressure gradient is imposed by varying the815

profile of the wind tunnel’s top wall. The transition onset lo-816

cation is adjusted by increasing or decreasing the wind tun-817

nel’s freestream velocity. For a similar freestream turbulence818

intensity level (approx 2.5%), transition occurs over regions819

where the pressure gradient is favourable (T3C5), adverse820

(T3C3) or corresponds to the suction peak (T3C2). These821

varying pressure test cases are included to demonstrate that822

the formulation of both the LKE and the k−ω LKE models can823

also be used for more challenging configurations. The simu-824

lations demonstrate that the models response is appropriate825

for both adverse and favourable pressure gradients.826
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Figure 11: Schematic of the domain for the simulations of a flat plate with
imposed pressure gradient

The simulations were performed using a computational 827

domain with a varying top boundary profile as illustrated in 828

figure 11. The top boundary profile is used to match the 829

freestream velocity along the place measured during the ex- 830

periments and it was defined using the polynomial expres- 831

sion previously employed by Suluksna et al. [51]. Following 832

a grid independence study, the domain was discretised with 833

hexahedral cells using two blocks. The first block containing 834

50x72x1 cells and the second block (covering the plate) com- 835

prised 1000x72x1 cells for a total of 75,600 cells. The max- 836

imum y+ was approximately 1.5 (T3C5 case). The model 837

equations were solved and discretised using the same nu- 838

merical procedure and schemes described in section 5.1. The 839

boundary conditions were configured as described in section 840

5.1 (see also sections 2.4 and 4.3). The turbulent kinetic en- 841

ergy and the specific dissipation rate were defined at the inlet 842

to reproduce the experimental decay of the turbulence inten- 843

sity for each case as shown in figure 12. The inlet velocity 844

was chosen so that the resulting velocity field matched the 845

experimental velocity distribution along the flat plate (figure 846

12). For convenience, a summary of the inlet conditions is 847

presented in table 5. 848

In figure 13, the predicted streamwise skin friction co- 849

efficient distributions are compared with the experiments. 850

Overall, the agreement between the experiments and the pre- 851

dicted skin friction is excellent. The k−ω LKE model is able 852
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Figure 12: Turbulence decay and velocity distribution for the T3C1, T3C2, T3C3 and T3C5 cases.

Table 5: Summary of test conditions for the T3C variable pressure gradient test cases.

Case Model Tue f f Uinlet k kL ω νR
[-] [m/s] [m2/s2] [m2/s2] [s−1] [-]

T3C1 k− kl −ω - 6.05 0.791 10−15 80 59.3
k−ω LKE 0.077 6.05 0.791 0.109 742 72.8

T3C2 k− kl −ω - 5.1 0.068 10−15 44 9.3
k−ω LKE 0.025 5.1 0.068 0.007 380 11.9

T3C3 k− kl −ω - 3.80 0.054 10−15 54 6.0
k−ω LKE 0.025 3.80 0.048 0.014 445 7.2

T3C5 k− kl −ω - 8.80 0.235 10−15 82 17.2
k−ω LKE 0.025 8.80 0.170 0.023 565 20.0

to predict a transition onset location close to that given by the853

experiments. For the T3C3 case (adverse pressure gradient),854

the model overestimates the location of the transition onset855

by approximately 6%. With the exception of the T3C3 case,856

the model estimates transition onset more accurately than857

the k − kL − ω model which overestimates it for all cases.858

This finding is surprising since the k−kL−ωmodel is shown859

to perform reasonably well for the T3C2, T3C3 and T3C5860

cases by Walters and Cokljat [22]. The difference in perfor-861

mance may be due to the fact that their domain includes a862

semi-circular leading edge. Here, a fully sharp leading edge863

is used to represent of the experimental setup. This suggests864

that the choice to represent the leading edge geometry affects865

the predictions and requires further investigation to be able866

to define and promote precise best-practice guidelines for the867

usage and application of transitional models in general.868

5.3. Laminar separation bubble869

In order to test the robustness of the new LKE model and870

the k−ω LKE model, as well as to assess their potential appli-871

cability to more complex configurations, a laminar separation872

bubble (LSB) test case is presented in this section. Since the873

LKE model has been designed specifically to operate under874

the conditions encountered in by-pass transition, its applica-875

tion to a LSB configuration should yield results comparable to876

a laminar solution, albeit with a marginal transfer of momen-877

tum from the mean flow to the mean fluctuating velocity in878

the streamwise direction due to the influence of the "laminar879

eddy viscosity" defined in equation 12.880

The numerical set up used is the same as that detailed 881

in section 3.1. The case was solved using a transient solver 882

available in OpenFOAM (pimpleFoam) which can operate as 883

a hybrid between the PISO and SIMPLE algorithms. In this 884

case, it was configured to operate in PISO mode. Temporal 885

derivatives were calculated using the implicit second-order 886

accurate backward scheme. The convergence criteria between 887

time steps was 10−6 for the pressure and 10−5 for all other 888

variables. The solver automatically adjusts the time step in 889

order to maintain the maximum Courant number below a 890

user-defined value; here set to 1. The simulations ran for a 891

total of 1.5 seconds and the results presented in this section 892

correspond to the time-averaged solution for the time inter- 893

val from 0.5 seconds to 1.5 seconds. The first 0.5 seconds of 894

simulated time are disregarded in order to allow the simula- 895

tion to settle. 896

The computational domain used is shown in figure 14. It 897

was discretised using a structured hexahedral mesh consist- 898

ing of two blocks with a total of 53,009 cells. A grid indepen- 899

dence study was conducted following a similar approach as 900

described in the previous sections. However, for this case the 901

average calculated from pressure distribution along the flat 902

plate was used as reference. The corresponding maximum 903

y+ value for the selected grid was 1.67 and the average y+ 904

value was 0.54. 905

At the inlet, the values of the velocity vector and the LKE 906

(again, estimated using equation 13), k andω are prescribed 907

whilst the pressure is assigned a zero gradient boundary con- 908

dition. At the outlet, a pressure outlet boundary is prescribed 909
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Figure 13: Streamwise skin friction coefficient distributions for the ERCOFTAC variable pressure gradient test cases [36]
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Figure 14: Domain schematic and close up of the grid used (leading edge)

and the gradient for all other variables leaving the computa- 910

tional domain is set to zero. A symmetry condition is assigned 911

to the top boundary and the boundary just upstream of the 912

plate. At the plate, the pressure is defined as a Neumann 913

boundary, a no-slip condition is used for the velocity vector 914

and the laminar kinetic energy is zero. The laminar "eddy" 915

viscosity is also set to zero at the wall (following its definition 916

in equation 12). 917

In order to gain a broad understanding of the perfor- 918

mance of the new models, the laminar separation bubble ex- 919

perimental configuration and results presented by Samson 920

and Sarkar [52] are used for comparison. Additionally, to 921

provide as broad a picture as possible of their predictions, 922

results are compared against solutions provided from lami- 923

nar, transitional and turbulent models. The laminar solution 924

is obtained using a dummy turbulence model which sets the 925

eddy viscosity (therefore, the Reynolds stresses) equal to zero 926

in the momentum equation (equation 15). The transitional 927

results are obtained using the transitional k − kL −ω model 928

[22]. The fully turbulent solution is generated using the pop- 929

ular k−ω SST RANS model [53]. Table 6 provides a summary 930

of the test conditions for the simulations carried out. 931

Figure 15 shows time-averaged pressure coefficients pro- 932

files along the plate. The definition of the pressure coeffi- 933

cient, as used by Samson et al. [52], is given in equation 934

35. 935

C ′p =
Cp − Cpmin

Cpmax
− Cpmin

(35)

In this work, simulations were carried out to correspond 936

with the lowest and highest values of the Reynolds number 937

reported by Samson et al. [52] and are equal to Re = 25, 000 938

and Re = 75, 000. 939

Although, Samson et al. [52] also reported velocity pro- 940

files at various stations along the separation bubble, due to 941
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Table 6: Summary of test conditions for the laminar separation bubble test cases.

Case Model Re Tue f f Uinlet k kL ω νR
[-] [-] [m/s] [m2/s2] [m2/s2] [s−1] [-]

LSB1 Laminar 25× 103 - 4.68 - - - -
LSB2 Laminar 75× 103 - 14.0 - - - -
LSB3 k− kl −ω 25× 103 - 4.68 1.38×10−3 10−15 8.35 1
LSB4 k− kl −ω 75× 103 - 14.0 1.24×10−2 10−15 75.2 1
LSB5 k−ω SST 25× 103 - 4.68 1.38×10−3 - 92.8 1
LSB7 k−ω SST 75× 103 - 14.0 1.24×10−2 - 835.4 1
LSB8 LKE 25× 103 0.0065 4.68 - 4.63×10−4 - -
LSB6 LKE 75× 103 0.0065 14.0 - 4.17×10−3 - -
LSB9 k−ω LKE 25× 103 0.0065 4.68 1.38×10−3 4.63×10−4 92.5 1

LSB10 k−ω LKE 75× 103 0.0065 14.0 1.24×10−2 4.17×10−3 828 1
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Figure 15: Time-averaged pressure distribution coefficient along the plate.
Markers represent measurements [54]

(a) Fully turbulent model solution (k−ω SST)

(b) Transitional model solution (k− kL −ω)

(c) New LKE model solution (kL equation)

(d) Coupled transitional model solution (k−ω LKE)

Figure 16: Streamlines calculated from the time-averaged velocity for vari-
ous models tested at Re = 25, 000
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limitations inherent to the experimental technique used (hot-942

wire anemometry), such as its inability to provide reliable943

measurements in areas of reversed flow, only pressure mea-944

surements are used for comparison herein. Nonetheless, this945

does not impair the general assessment of the new models.946

To facilitate the interpretation of results, the procedure pro-947

posed by Gerakpulos et al. [55] to identify the onset of sepa-948

ration, transition and reattachment is used. These regions of949

interests are labelled accordingly in figures 15(a) and 15(b).950

Following a local pressure minimum at S/D ≈ 0.6, there is951

a region exhibiting a pressure plateau which has been at-952

tributed to the onset of separation [56, 57]. The end of reat-953

tachment corresponds to the peak in the adverse pressure954

gradient region and the onset of transition is estimated as the955

intersection of the best fit lines through the pressure plateau956

and the adverse pressure gradient region [52].957

Figure 15 shows that regardless of the Reynolds number958

tested the fully turbulent model (k−ω SST [53]) completely959

fails to capture the main features of the laminar separation960

bubble. The k− kL −ω model [22] captures the general fea-961

tures of the laminar separation bubble. However, the lami-962

nar separation bubble transitions and reattaches in a length963

roughly half of that of the experiments. Although it is diffi-964

cult to conclusively identify the reason for the reduction in965

the predicted length of the laminar separation bubble, it is966

possible that the tendency of the k − kL −ω model to over-967

predict the laminar kinetic energy (e.g. figure 1) can result in968

an unintended energy drain from the mean flow. Accordi and969

de Lemos [45] also identified this weakness of the k−kL−ω970

model and proposed damping function to reduce the pro-971

duction of LKE away from the wall in pretransitional regions972

and despite their modification the model’s weakness to cap-973

ture separation induced transition was still present. The new974

LKE model underpredicts the length of the laminar separa-975

tion bubble by approximately 20% and 15% for Re = 25, 000976

and Re = 75,000 respectively. The location of the reattach-977

ment region is underpredicted by approximately 10%. The978

new model also predicts an unphysical secondary pressure979

reduction within the pressure plateau, similar to the predic-980

tion of the laminar model. The presence of this secondary981

pressure drop is attributed to the formation of a strong recir-982

culation bubble which originates as a result of a lack of en-983

ergy transfer from the mean flow into turbulence. This means984

that the momentum in the outer region of the separation bub-985

ble is not lost in the process of sustaining turbulence, and as986

the flow turns onto itself a strong vortex forms (from exam-987

ination of streamlines - see figure 16) which in turn leads988

to a reduction in the local pressure. This result is not sur-989

prising since the new LKE model does not include a means990

to account for the generation of turbulence. In fact, figure991

15 shows that the LKE model does indeed return essentially992

the laminar solution and the difference between the results993

from the laminar and the new LKE model is negligible. In994

contrast, the k−ω LKE model has the ability to generate tur-995

bulence and allow the required loss of momentum towards996

the edge of the separation bubble. This results in a drastic997

improvement of the pressure distribution predictions. Figure998

15 shows that for both cases, the k−ω LKE can capture the 999

major physical features, particularly for Re = 25, 000. This 1000

result is particularly encouraging since it shows the potential 1001

for the model to be used in applications involving laminar 1002

separation bubbles which can be particularly challenging to 1003

study numerically. 1004

6. Conclusion 1005

A new model for the laminar kinetic energy (LKE) has 1006

been proposed and validated. To the authors’ knowledge 1007

only two frameworks to model the LKE exist. The approach 1008

by Mayle and Schulz [23] is elegant but has some practical 1009

limitations. For example, information about the freestream 1010

turbulence spectrum is required. This information is not al- 1011

ways available. The approach by Walters et al. [20–22] is 1012

pioneering and it was the first to highlight the potential of 1013

employing the LKE to develop general purpose transition- 1014

sensitive models. However, it was found that their most well- 1015

know model [22] fails to accurately predict the magnitude of 1016

the LKE for turbulence intensities below 6%. 1017

In the process of developing the new LKE model, it was 1018

shown that the production of LKE can be modelled using the 1019

classic strain-based approach and it can be scaled with func- 1020

tions to represent the integral length scale and Kolmogorov 1021

velocity scale Reynolds numbers. To the authors’ knowledge, 1022

for the first time a model is presented to account for the dif- 1023

fusion due to the interaction of wall-normal velocity fluctua- 1024

tions and the LKE. This was achieved through a laminar dif- 1025

fusion "eddy" viscosity. The model was validated against the 1026

zero pressure gradient flat plate ECOFTAC test cases. De- 1027

spite the relative simplicity of the new model, its predictions 1028

of the velocity fluctuations and LKE are in excellent agree- 1029

ment with the experiments. Furthermore, an approach is il- 1030

lustrated that allows to couple the LKE model with a version 1031

of Wilcox’s k−ωmodel and results in a new 3-equation tran- 1032

sition model (k−ω LKE model). 1033

The k −ω LKE model was validated using a number of 1034

test cases involving transitional flows. The agreement be- 1035

tween predictions and experiments was excellent for all the 1036

configurations tested, including the transitional flow other a 1037

flat plate, a flat plate with variable pressure gradient and a 1038

laminar separation bubble. Although further testing of this 1039

model is required to fully understand its limitations, the re- 1040

sults presented in this work are very promising considering 1041

the relative simplicity of both the coupling method and the 1042

resulting model. 1043
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